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Giorgio Petrosyan fighting is a big deal, fighting top competition like Cosmo Alexandre is a
bigger deal. Petrosyan's defenses are as tight as ever within the opening seconds, as you'd
imagine. Cosmo is using a lot of muay thai sweeps because, well, he can't hit Giorgio.
Petrosyan connects with a hook and he goes down, but it isn't ruled a knockdown due to how
quickly Cosmo gets up. Petrosyan using his hands to set up his kicks brilliantly throughout the
round and is controlling where the fight takes place, all Cosmo is really doing is tripping him.
Petrosyan had the cleanest shots in that round.

The ref looks like Olaf Alfonso and breaks them up early, as Cosmo's corner forgot to return his
mouthpiece. Giorgio is checking just about every kick and moving his head out of the way of
strikes while setting up his own combinations. Cosmo asks him to bring it, but that doesn't mask
the fact he is getting worked. The only connections that Cosmo has seen so far are rushing
knees to the midsection, but he pays for each and every one. Cosmo's hands did connect a few
times, but not enough to give him the round.
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Cosmo comes into the third round down two rounds, he doesn't look bad, but he is losing.
Cosmo is able to back Giorgio up early on, but Petrosyan skillfully backs up and takes control of
the ring and the round again. Watching him duck a hook while slipping one of his own is just
incredible. Cosmo is frustrated and tries a desperation flying knee but connects with nothing.
This was all Petrosyan.

Petrosyan easily takes the decision win and really, Giorgio Petrosyan is nearly unstoppable at
this point. Cosmo Alexandre is incredibly tough and a very real opponent.
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